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NOTE OF THANKS TO
DAVID E. ANDERSON
As of August 1988, David Anderson will be stepping down as head of the
Geology Department to return to teaching and research. The faculty, staff and
students of the department hope that all alumni will join us in expressing our thanks
to David for the job he has done and in wishing him luck in his future endeavors.
David's five years as head have been a time of rapid change for the
department. Seven new faculty were hired or arrived during that time. Major new
research efforts were begun in geochemistry and hydrogeology, and the geophysics
program expanded. Through David's efforts the department is now a much better
place to learn, teach and do research.
David has also been largely responsible for the rejuvination of the contact
between you, the alumni, and the department. The GeoThrust program is well
underway, and informal contact between alumni and the department at meetings and
in Champaign-Urbana has never been greater. We in the department will continue
to build on David's efforts and hope that you will continue to keep in contact with
us.
LETTER FROM THE HEAD
June, 1988
Dear Alumni:
This is my last letter to the Alumni as Head of the Geology Department. In late August, Jim
Kirkpatrick will take over as Head. I have greatly enjoyed meeting many of you in the past five years at
the meetings. Alumni bring a special strength to the department and a sense of continuity.
Although the Department is doing well generally, we have suffered through our second year of
crippling budgets. On the basis of mean annual income (or almost any other index), Illinois now ranks
forty-ninth in the U.S. in its support of higher education. It is possible that this situation will continue
into the next financial year. Thoughout this crisis, Geothrust has allowed us to alleviate some of the worst
problems, especially the support of field studies and research by graduate students. All of us are very
grateful for those Alumni who have continued supporting the Department in these difficult times.
The funds needed to renovate the Old Veterinary Medicine building are no longer available, and
Geology will remain in the Natural History Building for the foreseeable future. The Administration is
providing some funds to take care of some of the more desperate problems in NHB, and Geology will,
once again, be placed on the list for a new building. Despite the financial woes of the University, the
quality and funding of research in the Department continues to grow at a very substantial rate.
Dr. Nahum Schneidermann has set up a special fund to honor the memory and accomplishments of
Dr. Paul Randolph Schluger (1941-1986). Paul died on January 23, 1986 at the tragically early age of
44. Paul joined the University of Illinois in 1970 and received his Doctorate in 1972 for a study of "The
Sedimentology of the Perry Formation (Devonian) of New Brunswick, Canada and Maine".
After a year as a Post-Doctoral Research Fellow at the State University of New York (Bingham),
Paul joined Amerada Minerals Corporation of Canada in Calgary, Alberta. In 1975, he moved to Mobil
Oil Corporation and later General Crude Oil Company in Denver. In 1979, Paul opened an office for
Applied Geoscience and Technology (AGAT) Consultants, Inc., in Denver.
Paul was appointed president of the Rocky Mountain Section of SEPM in 1977-78 and received
national recognition as the co-editor with P. M. Scholle of the SEPM Special Publication Number 26,
—
"Aspects of Diagenesis." Between 1977 and 1979, Paul served as the managing editor of the Mountain
Geologist. In 1980, Paul was vice-chairman of the very successful SEPM national convention in Denver.
Those of us in the department who worked with Paul as a student, teaching assistant and scientist
will always remember him not only for his many professional accomplishments, but most of all for the
constant energy, commitment and dedication he brought to every task. He was clearly a superior student
and scientist with an infectious sense of humor and fun. During his brief tenure at Illinois, Paul received
very high marks from both the staff and students for his performance as a teaching assistant and the role he
played in designing new and exciting labs for undergraduates.
Paul is survived by his mother in Pennsylvania, a sister in California, and his wife Julia.
Checques in Paul's honor, may be sent to UIF/GEOTHRUST (Paul Schluger Memorial).
Contributions will be used to make an annual award to an outstanding graduate student in Paul's name.
David E. Anderson
Professor and Head
GEOLOGY FACULTY, STAFF AND STUDENTS
FACULTY
Stephen P. Altaner, Assistant Professor
David E. Anderson, Professor and Head
Thomas F. Anderson, Professor and Assoc. Dean, LAS
Jay Bass, Assistant Professor
Cameron Begg, Research Microprobe Analyst
Craig Bethke, Associate Professor
Daniel B. Blake, Professor
Albert V. Carozzi, Professor
Chu-Yung Chen, Assistant Professor
Wang-Ping Chen, Associate Professor
Randall Cygan, Assistant Professor
Stephen Grand, Assistant Professor
Richard L. Hay, Professor; Ralph E. Grim Chair
Donald M. Henderson, Professor
Albert T. Hsui, Associate Professor
W. Hilton Johnson, Professor
R. James Kirkpatrick, Professor
George deVries Klein, Professor
Ralph L. Langenheim, Jr., Professor
C. John Mann, Professor
Stephen Marshak, Assistant Professor
Alberto S. Nieto, Associate Professor
Charles Norris, Research Associate
Philiip A. Sandberg, Professor




Leon R. Follmer, Adjunct/I.S.G.S.




Carleton A. Chapman, Emeritus
Donald L. Graf, Emeritus
Ralph E. Grim, Emeritus
Arthur F. Hagner, Emeritus
Harold W. Scott, Emeritus
NONACADEMIC STAFF
Jean E. Daly, Chief Clerk
Tom Dirks, Systems Administrator
Murle Edwards, Chief Clerk
Barbara Elmore, Transcribing Secretary
Bonnie Fijal, Clerk Typist III
Jessie Knox, Cartographer
Eddie L. Lane, Electronics Engineering Assistant
Patricia Lane, Administrative Secretary
Jack 0. Pullen, Physical Science Technician
Karolyn Roberts, Transcribing Secretary
Gwyn Truitt, Clerk Typist III
GRADUATE STUDENTS
Istvan Barany, Jr., Research Assistant
Kim Weborg Benson, Teaching Assistnat
Snehal Bhagat, Research Assistant
Linda Bonnell, Research Assistant/I.S.G.S.
Xian-Dong Cong, Research Assistant
Tom Corbet, Research Assistant
Brandon Curry, Assistant Geologist
Eric Daniels, Research Associate
Xiao-Yang Ding, Research Assistant
Michael Duffin, Research Assistant
Steve Hageman, Teaching Assistant
Ed Hajic, Research Assistant
Daniel Hayba
David Haymes, Teaching Assistant
Mary E. Holden, Research Assistant/I.S.G.S.
David A. Howell, Teaching Assistant
Hue-Hwa Hwang
Honn Kao, Teaching Assistant
Douglas Kelly
Mark L. Kerasotes
Roger Kocken, Teaching Assistant
Rob Lander, Research Assistant
Timothy H. Larson, Research Assistant/I.S.G.S.
Ming-Kuo Lee, Research Assistant
Carol Lepzelter
Wan Bing Li, Teaching Assistant
Gang Lu, Teaching Assistant
Jay Matthews, Research Assistant
Joanne Kluessendorf Mikulic, Fellow/
Research Assistant
Hans W. Papenguth, Research Assistant
Brian Phillips, Research Assistant
Bruce L. Railsback, Research Assistant
Paula G. Rimmer, Research Assistant,I.S.G.S.
Cynthia Shroba, Teaching Assistant
Steven Sroka, Teaching Assistant
Faith Stanke, Assistant Geologist
Peter Stump, Research Assistant (Civ. Erig.)
Wen-June Su, Assistant Geologist
Donald Von Bergen
Chyi Wang, Teaching Assistant
Hong Wang, Research Assistant
David Watso, Teaching Assistant
Charles Weiss, Research Assistant
M. Scott Wilkerson, Teaching Assistant
John Yeko, I.S.G.S.
Nan Yu, Teaching Assistant
Thomas Zychinski, Teaching Assistant
DEGREES GRANTED
Bachelor Degrees
January 1987 - May 1988
January 1987
David A. Bosecker, Gary W. Cobb, Michael D.
King, Matthew J. Mankowski, Christopher K.
Rapp, Mark J. Triebold
May 1987
Mark P. Fischer, Edward J. Kandl, Paul N.
Mekkelson, James J. Miner, Karl F. Newman,
George S. Roadcap, John C. Yarnold
August 1987
Michael J. McKee, Brian T. Smith
January 1988
Daniel J. Adomaitis, Sean K. Bloom, Michael
E. Lynch, David B. Mitcheltree, William M.
Nelson, Stephany I. Rubin
May 1988
James S. Klima, Randal J. Mackay, Sandra
Marquez, Joseph D. Miller, Russell R. Perry,




January 1987 - May 1988
January 1987
John M. Fox (W. H. Johnson, Advisor) Thesis
Title: Mineralogy and Stratigraphy of Illinoian
and Pre-Illinoian Tills Across South-Central
Illinois.
May 1987
Nancye H. Dawers (S. Marshak/D.E.
Anderson, Advisors) Thesis Title: The
Basement Geology of the Catlin Lake -
Goodnow Pond Area, Adirondack Mountains,
New York, and Its Relationship to the October
7, 1983 Goodnow Earthquake.
August 1987
Cheng-Leo G. Lin (A. T. Hsui, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Thermal Evolution Modelling of
the Pismo Basin, California.
Charles A. Weiss, Jr. (R. J. Kirkpatrick,
Advisor) Thesis Title: Structural and Chemical
Correlations of 29 Si Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance for 2:1 Layer Silicates With
Applications to Mixed-Layer Illite/Smectite.
January 1988
Dae Kyo Cheong (D. E. Anderson, Advisor)
No Thesis.
Steven J. Hageman (D. B. Blake, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Concepts and Methods for
Taxonomic Analysis of Fenestrate Bryozoa.
James C. Matthews (R. L. Hay, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Nature and Origin of Potassic
Alteration of the Ordofician Spechts Ferry
Formation in the Upper Mississippi Valley.
May 1988
Snehal Bhagat (S. Marshak, Advisor) Thesis
Title: Changes in Rock Fabric, Trace-Element
Content, and Stable-Isotope Composition
Accompanying Cleavage Development during
Pressure-Solution Deformation of Limestone:
Implications for Volume-Loss Strain.
Lee Anne Cisneros (D. B. Blake, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Regional Paleoenvironmental
Analysis of Coeval Upper Ordovician Epieric
Sea Carbonates in the North American
Midcontinent.
Faith Alane Stanke (W. H. Johnson, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Fluvial Geomorphology of Two
Contrasting Tributaries of the Vermilion River,
East-Central, Illinois.
David Charles Watso (G. dev. Klein, Advisor)
Thesis Title: The Effect of Tectonic Subsidence
on Sedimentation Processes during Deposition
of Four Late Cambrian Formation, Upper
Middle West, U.S.A.
DOCTORAL DEGREES GRANTED
January 1987 - May 1988
January 1987
Sylvia M. Couto dos Anjos (A. V. Carozzi,
Advisor) Thesis Title: Depositional
Environments, Diagenetic History, and
Reservoir Geology of the Santiago Member
Sandstones of the Pojuca Formation (Lower
Cretaceous) in the Aracas Oil Field, Reconcavo
Basin, Brazil.
October 1987
Nina L. Grimison (Wang-Ping Chen, Advisor)
Thesis Title: Diffuse Zones of Deformation in
Oceanic Lithosphere: The Azores-Gibraltar
Plate Boundary and the Davie Ridge -
Madagascar Region.
January 1988
Wang-Hong A. Yang (R. J. Kirkpatrick,
Advisor) Thesis Title: Hydrothermal Reactions
of Crystalline Albite, Sodium Aluminosilicate
Glass, and a Rhyolitic-Composition Glass with
Aqueous Solutions: A Solid-State Study.
«IN MEMORY"
Hanson W. Harts died December 2, 1986.
He was born September 6, 1899 in Chicago,
Illinois. He received his degree from the
University of Hlinois in Petroleum Engineering.
Antoinette Lierman Medlin (1940-1987)
formerly of Champaign, died July 5, 1987. She
graduated from the University of Illinois in 1962,
and she married Jack Medlin in 1962. Antoinette
joined the U.S. Geological Survey in Reston,
Virginia in 1975. At the time of her death, she
was Manager of the National Coal Resources
Data System
Frank Osment, 68, retired executive vice
president and director of Amoco Corp., was
responsible for worldwide exploration and
production activities for the company. He was,
he like to say, "the grand coordinator" of the
firm's oil and mineral searches and production
from the Near East and Africa to Colorado and
Alaska.
Mr. Osment, a native of Birmingham,
Alabama, received a fellowship in geology from
the University of Illinois and earned a master's
degree here. Survivors include his wife,
Josephine; two sons, Michael and Andrew; a
daughter, Jenifer Lawing; and two
grandchildren.
DEPARTMENTAL ACTIVITIES
- NaturalMillercom Cocktail Party
History Museum, February 5, 1987
"The Origin of the North American Prairie" by
Greg Retallack, Department of Geology, University
of Oregon was presented at 7:30 p.m., February 5,
1987 in the Foellinger Auditorium. In a lecture for a
general audience, Dr. Retallack explored the effects of
climatic change and grazing on the origin of prairie
vegetation during the mid-Tertiary period. Before
intelligent decisions can be made regarding the
preservation and maintenance of the country's
breadbasket, there must be an understanding of the
processes which formed the prairie. The prairie's
response to climatic changes through time, as
recorded in fossil soils, can help predict the impact of
man's activities on the prairie landscape.
Spring Banquet — March 7, 1987, University Inn, Concorde Room
The 6th Annual Spring Banquet was held at its traditional site. Scheduled events included dinner,
dancing, an awards ceremony, and a slide show of the most embarassing pictures of both professors and
students. Key slides included Dr. Craig Bethke's impersonation of the Chicago Bears quarterback Jim
McMahon, Dr. C. Pius Weibel's new look as a Hare Krishna pledge, assorted graduate students version
of punk rockers, bodacious ballerinas, and deranged Sesame Street characters. Key awards given
included "The Greasiest Spaghetti Award" to Dr. Jay Bass for his secret ingredient to the spaghetti dinner
on the Geology 107 field trip.
Undergraduates honored at the banquet included John Yarnold, recipient of a Brunton Compass as the
departmental "Outstanding Senior" and Randall McKay, recipient of an Estwing Hammer as the
departmental "Outstanding Junior". In addition, David Watso was honored as the departmental
"Outstanding Teaching Assistant of the Year." Paula Rimmer, Laura Smith, and Dave Watso put alot of
hard work into making this banquet a success.
Geology Open House - March
,
1987
The Spring 1987 Open House was a
success. We had a good attendance of high
school students from around the state.
Laboratory tours were conducted and
experiments were run. Mr. & Mrs. Frederick L.
Blanford of Lincoln, Illinois contributed their
large pet rock (fluorite) to the department for
open house. They also gathered and labelled
additional rock samples for the department.
Graduate Buffet - May 24, 1987,
314 Illini Union
The department hosted an informal
luncheon honoring 1987 graduates and their
families following the formal commencement
ceremonies at the stadium. It was a time to
relax and introduce families to faculty and
friends.
Spring Banquet - March , 1988,
The annual Geology Spring Banquet is a traditional event for our department, in which we honor t
graduating and outstanding students of the year. This year, a dozen undergraduate and six graduate studei
earned their degrees and were acknowledged for a job well done. Steve Hageman received an award 1
Outstanding T.A. Kim Weborg-Benson was awarded a new award which supports women persuing gradu;
studies in geology. Russell Perry received the Estwing Pick Award, and Jim Klima received the Brunton Awan
The banquet was held at the Levis Faculty Center, which provided a wonderful atmosphere and plenty
delicious food. Everyone enjoyed the "gag" awards and slide show, especially those who remained unscathc
After the ceremonies, we all indulged in an evening filled with music, dancing, and general merrymaking, whi
left everyone smiling. Eric Daniels, Banquet Coordinator
Geology Open House — part of
Engineering Open House, March 4 &5, 1988
The Spring 1988 Geology Open House
was again a success. A two-day event, the
Geology Open House was run in conjunction
with the Engineering Open House. Several
thousand high school students from around the
state attended the campus-wide event. General
attendance, however, was slightly down from
last year because of weather conditions.
Each of the geologic subject disciplines
were represented in the various exhibits, many
of which had slide presentations and hand
specimens in addition to poster presentations.
An expansion of the laboratory tour, which
included the Supercomputer, SEM scanning
Electron Microscope), Thin-Section, Mineral-
ogy and Engineering Geology labs, gave the
participants a look at the practical applications
of geologic research. Demonstrations of
seismic as well as radiation detection equipment
aided in understanding some of the tasks of
environmental geologists.
Several exhibits dealing with the proposed
site for the Super Conducting Super Collider
were presented by the Illinois State Geologic
Survey.
Finally, students could take a little geology
with them. Various gems, minerals and fos-
sils, donated by students within the
department, were available for sale. Satellite
maps of Illinois were also available. Sandra
Marquez; Student Chairperson, 1988 GOH
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NEWS RELEASES
Stanley I. Auerbach, senior staff adviser and
founding director of the Environmental Sciences
Division at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
DOE's Distinguished Associate Award honors
Auerbach for "outstanding contributions to the
science of ecology and the application of ecological
knowledge to national environmental problems."
William Back was cited for "his outstanding
contributions to the Geological Survey in
advancing the knowledge of complex geochemical
processes in ground-water systems." Dr. Back,
with nearly 38 years of federal service, mostly with
the USGS, is nationally and internationally
esteemed for his work on the application of the
principles of chemical thermodynamics and
mineralogy to the understanding of the origin and
spatial distribution of solutes in aquifer systems.
Frederick Davis B usehe presented a paper
before the International Society of Exploration
Geochemists at their Bi-Annual meeting in Orlean,
France; April 21st to the 26th. His topic was "Use
of Plants in Exploration of Gold." The paper is a
result of his field work for Shell Oil Company,
where he is employed as Chief Geologist, in
charge of field operations in the search for valuable
metals. Frederick is married to the former Diane
Harrison of Urbana, Illinois.
Tom Chamberlin is at the University of
Northern Colorado seeking certification as a
science teacher after leaving the oil industry.due to
falling prices of oil and then the field suffering
layoffs.
Graham Copeland is at the University of
Northern Colorado seeking certification as a
science teacher after leaving the oil industry due to
falling prices of oil and layoffs in the field.
Ibrahima Diaby - By presidential decree of
December 16, 1987, Ibrahima Diaby has been
appointed Director of the Geological Survey of the
Republic of the Ivory Coast.
Fred A. Donath of the Earth Technology
Corporation of Long Beach, Calif, has been
promoted to corporate vice president for research
and development. He previously held the post of
vice president for Geosciences for the western
division of the firm. The Earth Technology
Corporation is an environmental and earth science
consulting firm that is currently conducting work
for the U.S. Air Force on ICBMs and for the
Department of Energy on the proposed
superconducting super collider, as well as the
investigation of prospective radioactive waste
disposal sites.
Bob Farvolden - Biography, Hydrogeology
Division, The Geological Society of America.
Karen Houck - Karen is involved in teaching at
the Denver Campus of the CU. Last year Karen
was awarded the Donald L. Smith Research Grant
by the Rocky Mountain Section of the SEPM. She
was chosen from a field of 11 geologists and
recognized for her work in the Rocky Mountains
and her dedication to students and colleagues. The
award, in the amount of $1000, will help Karen
continue her study of 300,000 year-old sediments
along Colorado's western slope.
Richard R. Parizek - The annual Matthew J.
and Anne C. Wilson Outstanding Teaching Awards
are significant for allowing the students of the
college to suggest and support the nomination of
professors who possess noteworthy teaching
ability. He received the 1986 award for combined
skill in teaching with superior research capability
(Geosciences).
Joseph S. Rosenshein - Biography,
Hydrogeology Division, The Geological Society of
America.
Dave Rich is the recipient of the "GeoTech '86
Best Presentation Award" for the Denver GeoTech
Conference on Computer-Aided Methods in
Geology and Engineering. Honored for his paper
entitled "Inexpensive Software for Geologists
(with examples for the IBM-PC and Other
Computers)."
John M. (Jack) Sharp, Jr. - biography,
Hydrogeology Division, The Geological Society of
America.
Owen White of the Ministry of Northern
Development and Mines has been elected to a four












Scott Wilkerson has been chosen as a recipient
of a National Science Foundation Fellowship. He
is presently with the Department of Geology as a
Ph.D. candidate.
Wen-June Su has received the Autometric Award
from the American Society for Photogrammetry
and Remote Sensing at the Installation of Officers,
Business and Awards Ceremony held March 16,
1988, during the ACSM-ASPRS Annual
Convention in St. Louis, Missouri. He is a Ph.D.





In support of the UIUC GeoThrust , enclosed is
$10 $25 $50 $100
$250 $500 Other
Sponsoring Associates are recognized by each department for their contribution of $ 100 or more.
The Dean's Club honors those who contribute $500 or more to a Department or to the College.
Please direct my gift to:
Department of Geology
My company will match this gift. Enclosed is the matching Gift Form.
Make your check payable to GeoThrust, University of Illinois.
Send to:
University of Illinois Foundation
224 Illini Union
1401 West Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801
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ALUMNI GATHERINGS AT NATIONAL MEETINGS
AAPG 1987 ANNUAL CONVENTION -
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
The Department of Geology, University of
Illinois held a reception and the following signed
our guest book (please excuse misspellings):
Kathie Marsaglia, Jim and Barbara Bloom, Bill
Sodeemer, Norb Cygan, Mark Felewicz, N.
Schneidermann, Lester and Ginger Clutter, Bob
and Nancy Lamb, Richard Wassail, Paul and Betty
Buscuellec, Dan and Betty Colqukar, Dave Rich,
R. L. Fuchs, Pasty and Allen S. Braumiller, Betty
Ann and Jack Montgomery, Mark Rich, Ray,
Suzanne, and Ben Terrell, Fred Weaver, Woody
Wise, Jerry Sweeney, and Alan Barahaur.
THE GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF
AMERICA - BOULDER, COLORADO
Approximately 60 universites were
represented on Monday, October 26, 7:00 p.m. -
9:30 p.m. in the Group Alumni Reception held in
the South Ballroom of the Civic Plaza (same
location as the Awards Reception). The University
of Illinois was represented in that group, of which
we had about 70 in attendance in our area. The
following signed the guest book (please excuse
misspellings): Dave Rich, Dottie and Mike Wahl,
John Jenkins, Brad and Jean Leighton, Karen
Fryer, Kathleen Marsaglia, Sharon Mosher, Mark
Helpin, Cindy Shurk, George A. Davis, Bill and
Linda Size, Dave McEachran, Jan Reichelderfer,
John McHone, Fred Donath, Nancy Beresky,
Suzanne Mahlburg Kay, R. L. Langenheim, Brian
Popp, Gelda Seaber, Susan Seaber, Paul Seaber,
Paul R. Shaffer, Gene Shaffer, David Haxton,
Jack A. Simon, Bob Kosenke, Bill Hay, M. E.
Ostrom, Pat Bickford, Sue M. Rimmer, Rick
Oestrike, Daniel Blake, Brian J. Cordott, and
Jonathon H. Goodwin.
INQUA 1987 - OTTAWA, CANADA
A large number of Illini and former friends
of the Department attended and/or contributed to
the 12th International Congress of the International
Union for Quaternary Research (INQUA), which
was held in Ottawa, Canada from July 31 to
August 9, 1987. Among them were Elly
Browwers, Earl Christensen, Don Colguhoun,
Jack Donahue, Leon Follmer, Rick Forester,
Nelson Gadd, Dave Gross, Mark Grubb, Ed
Hajic, Ardith Hansel, Heikki Ignatius, Hilt
Johnson, Paul Karrow, Chris Kaszycki, Inez
Kettles, Rod Klassen, Sharon Klassen, Dan
Lawson, Ernie Muller, Wanda Muller, Alan
Palmer, Detmar Schnitker, John Scott, Stan
Totten, Sue Totten, Owen White, and Wayne
Windland. Nelson Gadd, Paul Karrow, Chris
Kaszycki, Inez Kettles, and Rod Klassen led field
trips during the Congress. We hope to see many
of you at the next meeting in China in four years.
AAPG 1988 ANNUAL CONVENTION -
HOUSTON, TEXAS
On March 20-23, 1988 the AAPG held its
annual convention in Houston. The Department of
Geology, University of Illinois took part in the All
Alumni Group, and time was spent reminiscing.
Among our alumni present were Paul Henrick,
Dave McEchren, Elliot Riggs, Mike Wahl, Norb
Cygan, Morris Leighton, and Dave Rich.
Everyone enjoyed themselves.
DAVID PHILLIPS RETIRES
Dave Phillips retired from the University on
March 31, 1987 after fifteen years in the Geology
Department as our cartographer. Dave came to the
University of Illinois in 1957 and transfered to
Geology from Agronomy in 1972. I'm sure many
of you remember burning the midnight oil with
Dave to get those poster sessions ready. A
luncheon in his honor was held at the Colonial
Room complete with speeches and a gift to
encourage his golfing. Dave and his wife are now




ANDERSON, Leslie, B.S. '57 - Went to law
school in California according to Charles Hage.
We don't have a current address.
BASSETT, Charles, Graduate Assistantship
'22, M.A. '24. "In the spring of 1926 I found
work with an oil company with which I was
associated until the spring of 1931 when most
companies curtailed their geological staffs to a
minimum and cut off all exploration."
"I think I could write an interesting
autobiography. At age 87, I do not know if I
have time. This is a period when I feel that from
my education and experience, I should be
promoting the fact that the Earth's surface is the
stage setting on which man grows up and lives
and dies. Those who understand the setting and
live with it will have an easier and fuller life than
those who have no background for it and no
understanding of it. I have never believed that
the histories between geological periods indicated
a destruction of all forms of life. The work in
nuclear fields may prove me incorrect."
BIRCH, Becky A., '80 - Reports that she
finished her diploma in education in Australia and
has finished 3 years of teaching geology in senior
high school. She came home for Christmas, also
reports that she expects her first child in March
1987.
BLIEFNICK, Deborah M., B.S. 75,
Ph.D. University of California, Santa Cruz,
Chevron. Staff stratigrapher providing carbonate
and sedimentologic expertise to exploration
personnel in Houston office, work Gulf Coast
from Mexico to Florida mainly with Cretaceous
carbonates. "I own a house, 2 cats, and a horse.
Took up running this spring and have logged 150
miles so far, went to Octoberfest, Bavarian Alps
and the Rhine in early October. Planning a
skiing trip for this winter. And hope the 49ers
win the Super Bowl!"
BRANDT, Danita, B.S. '78, M.S.
University of Cincinnati '80, Ph.D. Yale
Ypsilanti, Michigan. "My research interests
continue to be the fossils and strata of the Upper
Ordovician. Currently working on the
Ordovician of the Michigan Basin." Married
Michael Velbel, 1982.
BRENNEKE, James C, M.S. '76 - Shell
Oil Company in Houston, Texas.
BROSSMAN, James J., 74, M.S.
Northern Illinois University - "Since leaving the
U of I, I have worked for the Illinois State
Survey, the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency, and the United States Environmental
Protection Agency - Region V as a
Hydrogeologist. I am responsible for the
enforcement of federal hazardous waste
regulations in Ohio and Minnesota. Primarily,
my work involves the monitoring of groundwater
quality at disposal facilities and the clean up of
facilities that have had hazardous waste releases
to groundwater. Nancy and I have two children,
Eric and Michael, and a third child due in May,
1987."
BUSHMAN, Edwin, '41 - We heard from Ed
giving us more information on last years
Newsletter pictures and of other past alumni. Ed
is now semi-retired and is a consultant in
advanced composites, and is Senior Editor of the
Plastic Trends Magazine. He has published 8
patents, and over 70 technical articles. He
married Louise K. Peterson in 1946 of Chicago
and they have six adult children.
CALDWELL, Rev. W. S., M.S. 50, B.A.
College of Wooster '48, M. Div. Austin
Presbyterian Theological Seminary '67 - Interim
pastor, Central Presbyterian Church - " I worked
15 years in Midland, Texas as a petroleum
geologist with Union Oil Company of California,
S. California Petroleum Corp., Kerr McGee over
5 years as a consulting geologist before leaving
for theological seminary in 1964. I have served
three Presbyterian churches in Texas before
coming to Central Presbyterian."
CARLIN, Rachel, B.A. '85 - "I am working
on my Master's degree at Portland State
University in Portland, Oregon and I am working
on the stratigraphy and geochemistry of a
Miocene layer formation in the Columbia River
Gorge. I am using information gathered from
Mt. St. Helens to learn more about layer
behavior. Additionally, I have Ta'ed structural
and general geology labs."
CASTLE, James W., PH.D. '78 - Chevron
Corporation, transferred to Denver where he is
doing special projects in sedimentology and basin
evolution.
CHAMBERLIN, Thomas L., M.S. '71,
Ph.D. '75 - Is working towards a degree in
education at Greeley, Colorado. He found Cush
Copeland as a classmate in two of his classes.
He also reports that Chuck Norris ran as a
democrat for Congress from one of the Denver
districts.
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COCKRUM, Leola (Sally) Seibert, B.S.
'44 - Resides in Red Lodge, Montana according
to Wally Lynch.
COLLINS, Lorence G., B.S. 53, M.S.
'55, Ph.D. '59 - "I am completing my 28th year
of teaching at California State University-
Northridge, and my wife (Scienck, Barbara
'59), is completing her 24th year of teaching at
California will publish a research book on
"myrmekite" which I have been composing
during the last 18 years. It will make the
"magmatists" take a new look at the origin of
granites." (Thank you for the address from the
missing alumni list)
COOGAN,Sylvia, secretary - "I very much
appreciated receiving this year's Alumni
Newsletter. I started out as student help and
ended up as Clerk-Typist with the department -
working with George White and Rosa Nickell."
DAVIS, Carl G., B.S. '59 - M.S. '69
N.I.U., DeKalb, Illinois - "I teach geology,
chemistry and physical science at DACC,
Danville, Illinois. Our students coming from
high school have poor science backgrounds. I
hope that earth science will find a place in future
high school curricula. Am married to Paula, and
our daughter Elizabeth is now 11. My hobbies
are astronomy, geology, radio, and VW's."
EVANS, Betty J., 78 - "I lived in Houston
until 1986 where I was working at the Texaco
Research Center as a computer geologist. I had
started with Getty Oil Company in 1981 and
survived the merger and various lay-offs. Then I
moved to the southwest and went back to school
to change careers. I'm planning to major in
computer graphics. The Management
Information Systems Department at the
University of Arizona is not like Geology at the
U of I but I'm trying to change it! I've been
organizing camping trips and spread the gospel
of geology to anyone who'll listen. After
graduating I hope to work in computer
animation. I have an assistantship where I teach
the IBM 4381 computer to staff, faculty and
graduate students."
EVELAND, H. E. (Ed), B.S. '47, M.S.
'48, Ph.D. '50 - "Retired in 1983 after 32 years
as professor and head of the Geology Department
at Lamar University, Beaumont, Texas. Doris
and I travel about 1/3 of the time, both domestic
and overseas. Here we go on long camping
trips, which include checking up on the geology
and on our four sons and the grandchildren, who
are scattered all over the United States."
FEIZNIA, Sadat, M.S. '81, Ph.D. '83 -,B.S.
University of Tehran - University of Tehran,
Faculty of Engineering. Department of Mining
Engineering, teaching and research in
sedimentary petrography and petrology,
sedimentology (with application in petroleum
exploration), consulting geologist with the Center
for Research in Building and Housing. "In my
personal life, my little daughter is now four years
old."
FIEBER, Lawrence Louis, B.S. '83, M.S.
'87, Southern Illinois University - Seeco
Consultants, Inc., Senior
Geologist/Hydrogeologist in charge of
subsurface soil and rock investigations,
hazardous waste and/or environmental
assessments, municipal waster permitting, etc.
In April of 1986, married Sonia Soto.
FIREBAUGH, Max C, B.S. "47 - still
resides in Mt. Vernon, Illinois. (Sorry about you
being on the lost list)
FORMAN, Steven L., B.S. '81 - Ph.D.
University of Colorodo-Boulder '86 - "Since
moving to Colorado, I have spent 3 summers in
the far north on Spitsbergen, studying
Quaternary glacial geology. This study is the
basis of my dissertation entitled: Quaternary
glacial, marine and soil developmental history of
W. Spitsbergen Sualband. Also, I studied for a
year Thermoluminescence dating at the
University of Cambridge, England. I am on the
graduate faculty of the University of Colorado
and I am director of the Thermoluminenscence
Dating Research Laboratory, within the Center
for Geochronologic Research, University of
Colorado—Boulder. I have recently married my
old flame from the U of I, Judy Schneider. We
have kept our original names.
FRANKE, Milton R., M.S. '79, Ph.D. '80,
B.S. UFRGS, Brazil, Petrobras, Rio de Janerio,
Brazil, General Manager of Exploration. The
exploration department has around 2,200
employees, 800 being professionals, mainly
geologists and geophysicists. "After obtaining
last degree, I worked in Petrobras Research and
Development Center, in Rio, in rock analysis as a
researcher, head of a group, a division and as
Manager of the Research Center. Since July
1985, acting as Exploration General Manager in
the companies main offices.
FRASER, Gordon S., B.S. '68, M.S. "70,
Ph.D. '74 - Indiana Geological Survey -
Published the book "Alluvial Fans and Fan
Deltas", by Fraser, G. S. and Suttner, L. J.„
Boston, IHRDC Press, 199 p., 1986.
FRITZ, Jeffrey L., B.S. '78, M.S. '81 -
Pecten International (International arm of Shell).
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GAGER, Barry R., B.S. '76, M.S. '82,
University of Washington - Geologist and
manger of operations, Western Energy
Development Co., Denver, Colorado. "In 1982-
83 I consulted for Chevron Exploration on
several porphyry properties in Queensland and
New South Wales, Australia. And in 1984, I
joined WEDCO as a geologist generating
prospects and evaluating producing properties.
Responsibilities expanded as other technical
personnel left during oil industry downturn.
GAMBLE, James C, Attended the Peck
Symposium on the U. of I. campus in April of
1987.
GIERLOWSKI, Theresa C, B.S. '83.
"I'm still working with Fred Ziegler on the
Paleogeographic Atlas Project but I'm also taking
courses and hope to expand my career
opportunities with this degree."
GOODFIELD, Alan, M.S. '63, Ph.D. "65 -
Is working in Springfield, Illinois according to
Charles Hage. (do not have a current address)
GRAETTINGER, (Bechtle) Kari, B.S.
'84, B.S. Geography '84 - Teaching assistant,
Geography 102, University of Illinois - "Studied
soils and geomorphology under Peter Birkeland
at the University of Colorado - Boulder during
1985-86. Presently in the Master's program in
physical geography at the University of Illinois,
Fall 1986. Plan to do my thesis and field work at
Point Conception, California during the summer
of 1987. My husband, George D.
Graettinger (Field Camp '83) is employed at
the Illinois State Water Survey and is a non-
degree student in geography studying remote
sensing and computer science."
GRINNELL, Robert N., B.S. '51, M.S.
'52 - "After being with Mobil Oil Co. for 32
years, I took early retirement 2 1/2 years ago.
Edith and I divide our time between Jackson
Hole and Houston. We have a small house just
outside Grand Teton National Park and enjoy
hiking, backpacking and canoeing thru the
summer and skiing (both downhill and X-
country) in the winter. We have six
grandchildren and look forward to having them
spend some time with us in Wyoming."
HAGE, Charles E., B.S. '57 - "I was a
geophysicist for Geophysical Service Inc.,
Dallas, Texas from 1957 to 1960, and then I
moved to Dixon, Illinois, District 2 Office for
IDOT. I married Julie Horton of Dixon in 1967
and we have 4 children. My wife also is a major
in geology and a graduate of Beloit College. She
was employed as a geologist by the U.S.G.S.
and a certified teacher before we married."
HALLSTEIN, William, B.S. 49, M.S. '52
- Bill retired from Exxon in August of 1986
according to Wally Lynch.
HARDT, David W., B.S. 85, B.S.
Geography '85 - Project Engineer, W. E.
Construction Co. of which is a well established
general contractor in Chicago which recently
opened a Los Angeles office. "I am pursuing a
Master's degree in Civil Engineering
concentrating on Geotechnical Engineering and
Soils and Foundations."
JENKINS, John Eric, B.S. '80, M.S. "85,
Institute of Mining and Technology, Socorro,
New Mexico - Staff Geologist, Applied
Geosciences Inc. Work mainly in the area of site
assessment/mitigation related to presence of
potentially hazardous waste. Also have done
seismic hazard assessments. Completed thesis
entitled "Geology and Geochemistry of Jones
Camp Magnetite Deposits, Socorro, Co., NM" in
June '85.
MANNACK, Julius E., B.S. 54 - Resides
in Mt. Vernon, Illinois.
HEUER, Ronald E., M.S. '65, Ph.D., C.E.
'71 - Ron and wife (Debra Virgens, MSCE,
1978) have moved their home and office to a new
location at McHenry, in northern Illinois. They
continue to work as consultants on tunnel
projects; on questions related to geotechnical
engineering and engineering geology; for
Owners, Engineers, and Contractors. Most of
their work is in the U.S. and Canada, but they
have had assignments in Mexico, Singapore,
Italy, and South Africa.
HOKE, Charles J., A.B. '37 - Consulting
geologist - In 1975 retired from Murphy Oil
Corporation as vice president - Exploration and
Production. "I have enjoyed the newsletters very
much. I plan to attend my 50th reunion this year
and look forward to a visit to the Geology
Department. I did spend three years there."
(Charles did visit the department in April)
KARROW, Paul, F., Ph.D. '57 - "I've been
at the University of Waterloo, Ontario since
1963. My wife Beth and I have four children
ages 13 to 23. In 1970 and 1976 we took
sabbaticals at Scripps in LaJolla, California, and
my latest in 1984 was in Florida - all three doing
research on dating Quaternary Terraces with
amino acid dating method. We get to GSA
meetings about half of the time although we are
currently pretty regular because of all the
southern sites. Hope to see friends at INQUA in
Ottawa this summer (Summer of '87)."
KECK, Bruce L., B.S. '60 - Visited the
department in the spring. Bruce is now with the
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Naval Research Laboratory as a deputy librarian
in Washington D.C.
KOTLARZ, Lt. Christopher A., U.S.N.,
B.S. '80 - "Commissioned an ensign in the U.S.
Navy in August of 1980. Received wings in
November, 1981 and stationed at NAS
Brunswick, Maine. I was promoted to
Lieutenant in July, 1983 and designated a tactical
coordinator aboard the P-3C Orion
Antisubmarine Aircraft. Deployed operationally
to Keflavik, Iceland in 1983 and 1985 and
Bermuda in 1984. Rotated to shore duty at
Mather AFB in November, 1985. I currently
instruct in the T-43A Aircraft, 7-45 simulator and
academic classrooms."
JAHNKE, Mark, B.S. '81, B. A. German
'8 1 - Computer analyst - I'll never forget the time
Dr. Langenheim asked, "Mr. Jahnke, what are
you going to do with the rest of your life?! ! Dr.,
here's an update. I spent 3 weeks in New
England, then caught a ride to California. The
driver totalled the car in SW Colorado on the first
snow we hit. Unscathed, I pressed on. My plan
was to hit the beach. In the fall I heard from
Joan Crockett. After 3 weeks of "pounding
the pavement" in Denver, Joan and other geo
grads were literally "crying in the streets".
Desperate and tired of being poor, I returned to
Illinois for Christmas of '83, picked up an old
car from my parents and returned to California. I
landed in a training program to sell electronic
typewriters and word processors. I traded up
jobs to my present position in '84. I provide
technical support for the Data Base
Administration in a large IBM mainframe shop
(Transamerica) in LA. (Proving once again that
UI Geo Alumni can do anything!)
JAMRISKO, Steven F., B.S. 71 - was
transferred to executive officer of the Navy
Petroleum Office and is living in Dumfries,
Virginia.
KRAUSS, Karl R., B.S. '62 - "Although
having strayed from the fold, it gives me great
pleasure to continue to receive the Alumni
Newsletter. Flashbacks to a Sheridan, Wyoming
summer ('60) and to classes under Dr. White,
Dr. Scott, Dr. Hay and Dr. Henderson will
always be recalled with greatest feelings. My
journeys since the U. of I. have included:
USAF, Captain, Strategic Air Comd.; 13 years
sales and sales mgt., Baxter- Travenol Labs,
Inc.; 2 years, sales with the IVAC Corp.; six
years sales mgt., Argyle Div.-Snerwood
Medical; and 2 years sales mgt. with Marquest.
A far cry from geology, but my geological
education and exposure has nevertheless made
my worldwide travels far more pleasurable.
Thanks for the memories!"
LANGER, Milton F., A.B '51, M.S. ' 55 -
"Retired in 1983 from the U.S. Army Reserves
as a Colonel. Recent active duty assignments
have been with the Research and Development
Office of the Corps of Engineers in Washington
D.C. (six tours) and research Laboratories at
Waterways Engineer Station, Vicksburg,
Mississippi; Atmospheric Science Laboratory,
White Sands, New Mexico; Cold Regions
Engineering Laboratories, Hanover, New
Hampshire; and many other U.S. military active
duty assignments.
LAWSON, Daniel E., M.S. 74
,
Ph.D. 77
- Research sedimentologist at CREL - Presented
invited paper at AMQUA on Glacial
Sedimentology in June, 1986 in Urbana.
LEE, Yong II, Ph.D. '84 - Assistant professor
of geology at Seoul National University, Seoul,
Korea.
LEINEN, Margaret S., B.S. '69 - Assistant
professor of oceanography at the University of
Rhode Island.
LIAY, Louis D., B.S. '37, M.S. '39, Ph.D.
'41. Hopes to visit the Department of Geology
sometime in 1988 and renew acquaintances at
that time.
LINDQUIST, Sandra J., - AMOCO in
Denver - In 1985-86, Sandra was a
Distinguished Lecturer of AAPG.
LYNCH, Bernard W. (Wally), B.S. '47,
M.S. '48 - 'Retired from Exxon Company,
U.S.A. on January 1st, 1986. We maintained
our residence in Kingsville where we spend the
majority of our time on the golf course or
traveling to visit our five children who are
scattered all over the state of Texas."
MANSHOLT, Michael S., B.S. '82 - Has
been accepted at the Colorado School of Mines
where he will study Groundwater Hydrology for
the next 1 1/2 years.
MASS, Pat, B.S. 77 - "Pat is starting a
catering business in Houston. Pat married Larry
Pedagog in 1985, who is a geophysicist for
Exxon. Pat's the same fun-loving person that
she was at the U of I", says Betty Evans.
MCALLISTER, Raymond F., M.S. '51 -
Ph.D. Texas A. & M. College Station '58 -
Florida Atlantic University, Department of Ocean
Engineering, professor of ocean engineering,
assisted in foundation of the department and of
the discipline of ocean engineering. Teach
oceanography and certain ocean engineering
courses 1964 to present.
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MILLER, James A., M.S. 72 - "Principal
and owner of GeoEngineers, Inc., a geotechnical
consulting firm in Bellevue, Washington. I am
leader of the ground water/subsurface
contamination branch of the firm."
MITCHLER, John Drew, B.S. 78, MBA.
'87 - "Since leaving the Mattoon, Illinois office
of Woodward-Clyde Consultants in 1983, 1 have
set up a petroleum consulting practice based in
Champaign. I cover Illinois, Indiana, and
Kentucky. In August 1985, I entered the
University of Illinois graduate school to earn a
Masters in business. It's very different from
geology but interesting none-the-less. Due to the
school work and the lower economics of oil
exploration I have not been as busy with my
geology but I intend to return to it. After a May
1987 graduation I will make my way out to San
Francisco via New York, New Orleans, and Los
Angeles."
MITTENDORF, Larry R., B.S. ' 60 - "Left
Urbana campus 1960 - entered University of
Illinois Dental School - very few jobs in geology
in 1960 so I decided to fill holes instead of
digging them - had a two year bout with cancer
(1964-1966), I won - was health officer for 4
counties in Southern Illinois and I began private
practice in 1966. I have enjoyed my many
hobbies (i.e. flying, model building,
photography, etc.). I do not miss the winters in
Urbana. I was married in 1981 (Judy). She had
two kids ready for college so I skipped the
diapers and went straight to tuition."
MORRONE, John, B.A. 79 - "In 1980 I
worked in the oil and gas field as a mudlogger
and consultant (with Gorden Dirst); 1981-83 as a
Field Assistant with U.S.G.S., including
investigations in Tertiory Volcanics in 1) South
Park, Colorado, 2) Chucogh Mountains,
Alaska, 3) Ojai, California, and 4) Southwest
Colorado. In 1983-85 I was a geologist with
U.S.G.S., Branch of Global Seismicity
Investigations of attenuation of surface and body
wave from exposure origin e.q.'s from NIS,
USA, and Novayla Zemla USSR. In 1985, I
became an Area Geologist with BLA, Salt Lake
District, Utah, mostly working with mine claims.
My present hobbies include climbing, cycle
racing, downhill and telemark skiing."
MOSE, Douglas George, B.S. '65 - Ph.D.
University of Kansas 7 1 - Department chairman,
geology, George Mason University, Fairfax,
Virginia located in wooded suburbia on west side
of Washington D.C. - "Recently I have been
conducting a survey of indoor radon in @1000
homes in Virginia and Maryland. Each home is
being tested during four consecutive three month
intervals. The study will result in the
determination of the degree to which indoor
radon correlates with the geology in this area, the
type of home construction, and home use. This
study is a continuation of my research in
geochemistry, which is directed toward the
processes that occur during the development of
mountain systems."
MOSHER, Sharon, B.S. 73, Ph.D. 78 -
Associate professor of geology, University of
Texas at Austin. Sharon is serving as
chairperson of the Research Grants Committee of
the Geological Society of America, 1986-87.
OKHRAVI, Kasool, M.S. "81, PhD. '83 -
Now working in the Ministry of Energy and
teaching part-time at the University of Tehran.
ORASHAN, Janet (Simons), B.S. 79 -
"lam involved with the Board of Directors of
Denver Engineering Associates and pursuing a
teaching certificate in Colorado. I have two
children, David and Kate, and my husband is a
local sales manager for a cellular phone
company."
PERKINS, Tom, B.S. 72 - Tom and Maxine
announce the birth of their second child, Leice
Rene, March 24, 1987. Tom relates that he is
still working with Occidental Petroleum out of
Bakersfield, California, and that a prospect he
helped acquire in the Norwegian North Sea gives
promise of being a significant discovery (logged
40 meters of pay). He is also going to school
part-time, working on a MBA at California State
University, Bakersfield.
REGORZ,Paul, B.S. '53 - Retired 1982.
Formerly employed by California Employment
Development Department as an office manager,
then from 1970 until retirement as a staff
supervisor at the regional administrative
headquarters in Los Angeles.
REINBOLD, Mark, L., M.S. 77 - Resides
in Denver and is in school working towards a
degree and certification for teaching the earth
sciences.
RICH, David W., M.S. 77, Ph.D. '80 -
President of a soft-ware company in Denver,
Colorado.
ROBINSON, Jean Ann, 1956-57, Student
office worker. Lives in Morris, Illinois. She did
transcribing for Dr. Grim on an old time
dictaphone. She is now working on an M.S.
degree in Land Resources at the Institute for
Environmental Studies, University of Wisconsin
- Madison. Jean stopped by to see us a few
weeks ago. How many of you remember Jean?
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ROGERS, Robert E., B.S. '43, M.S. '48 -
Retired September 1984 from Texaco/Getty.
Moving to Honolulu to be near son and family
including three grandchildren.
ROSTETTER, Lawrence, B.S. '60 MBA
University of Chicago 75 - Vice-president of
Marketing and Services at Carnegie Group Inc.
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania (a computer software
firm specializing in applying artificial intelligence
technology). "When I graduated, there was little
demand for geologists in industry. So, I joined
the Navy as a way to see more of the world.
While in the Navy, I was assigned to work on
computer systems and have stayed with that over
the years (the computer systems business, not the
Navy). Geology has become a subject to follow
with interest rather than a vocation. Yet the
program I studied at Illinois with emphasis on a
broad range of scientific and mathematical study
has been valuable in allowing me to grasp the
enormous changes in technology over the years."
SANTAGROSSI, Patricia, B.S. 74, M.S.
77 - Pecten International (International arm of
Shell Oil Company) in Houston, Texas.
SAUNDERS, Meg, B.S. '82 - "Sales
representative, Sierra Office Concepts, Reno,
Nevada - "Sell Savin copiers and Rapicom fax
machines - two nice things: lots of mining
companies in my territory and another geologist
on our sales staff. Also, lots of geology related
things are constantly happening in Reno -
monthly AIME lunches, active Geological
Society of Nevada, Geothermal Resources
Council, and panning for gold right up the creek
from where I live. I like sales and don't plan any
switch-back to geological employment - but it's
nice to have so many opportunities to keep
geology as my avocation if not my vocation."
SCHMIDT, Allan, B.S. 70 - "1972,
Geology instructor, Brevard Community
College, Cocoa, Florida; 1974, staff geologist,
U.S. Bureau of Mines, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; 1977, district geologist, U.S.
Bureau of Land Management, Roswell, New
Mexico; 1981, exploration geologist, Templeton
Energy, Midland, Texas; 1982, geologist,
Challenger Minerals, Midland, Texas; 1983,
Recess due to oil bust. Worked with Texas
Employment Commission helping unemployed
geologists to find work; 1984-present, Reed &
Associates, Midland, Texas."
SHEPARD, John L., M.S. '80 - Geological
supervisor, Shell Oil Company (SWEPI
Division) relocated by Shell in Houston, Texas.
SMITH, Craig B., B.S. 74 - M.S. 77,
Colorado State University; Ph.D. '83, University
of the Witwatarand - Head of isotopes group at
BPI Geophysics, University of the
Witwatasrand.
SMITH, Dorothy, Former Department
Secretary. Dorothy wrote this to Tom and Nancy
Anderson, "Jim Kirkpatrick was a graduate
student, still working on his Ph.D. when I
retired. Mildred White and I have been
corresponding every once in a while."
SOHL, Norman F., B.S. '49, M.S. '51,
Ph.D. '54. Norman writes to Mrs. George
White that he is still working full time but plans
to retire soon. But life won't change much
because he will keep an office in the Natural
History Museum to finish what he wants to do.
He is president of the Paleontological Society of
America.
SPENCER, Charles W., M.S. '55, A.B. -
Colby College - U.S.G.S., Denver, Colorado.
Working on oil and gas resource assessments,
abnormally pressured reservoirs, tight-gas
reservoirs, and enhanced oil recovery. "I see lots
of Illinois alumni around the Denver area. I've
worked in petroleum exploration and
development for 15 years with Texaco. I have
worked on projects in Brazil and Hungary. My
Portuguese is fair, but my Hungarian is quite
marginal. I'm working on my
German because its easier than Hungarian and
almost as useful.
SWEET, Michael, M.S. '83 - B.S.
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Ph.D.
University of Texas-Austin - "My dissertation is
a study of large eolian dunes in the Alyoclones
Dunes of California. From 1982 - 1984 I
worked for Getty Oil in Oklahoma City and
Denver. I left Getty to work on my Ph.D."
TEXTORIS, Daniel A., Ph.D. '63 - B.A.,
Western Reserve Univ. '58; M.S. Ohio State
Univ., '60 - "I was very much involved with the
AAPG in Atlanta (1986) heading up the Jules
Braunstein Poster Award. During September,
1986, 1 chaired and edited a volume of 12 field
trips, 'SEPM Field Guidebooks, Southeastern
United States, third Annual Midyear Meeting,
Raleigh, North Carolina.' More research time is
used on Triassic rift basin evolution. Oldest son,
Steven, received a B.S. in geography from U.C.
Santa Barbara in 1985, and is now a geologist
with Geoscience Resources in Burlington, N.C.
James graduated with a B.A. in American
Studies from George Washington University,
and serves in the Peace Corp in the Federated
States of Micronesia. Ann, 18, is a freshman at
U.N.C. - Washington. Linda continues as a
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Raleigh, North Carolina.' More research time is
used on Triassic rift basin evolution. Oldest son,
Steven, received a B.S. in geography from U.C.
Santa Barbara in 1985, and is now a geologist
with Geoscience Resources in Burlington, N.C.
James graduated with a B.A. in American
Studies from George Washington University,
and serves in the Peace Corp in the Federated
States of Micronesia. Ann, 18, is a freshman at
U.N.C. - Washington. Linda continues as a
supervisor for our local Home Health Agency,
and attends more and more meetings with me.
WALKER, Jerome P., M.S. 75 - Petroleum
geologist with Champlin. Transferred to
Houston last summer.
WEEKS, Wilford F., B.S. 51, M.S. 53 -
PhD. '56 University of Chicago - "I have moved
to Alaska where I am professor of geophysics at
the Geophysical Institute. My work continues to
be on the geophysics of sea ice."
WHITE, Owen L., Ph.D. 70 - Attended the
Peck Symposium at the University of Illinois in
April of 1987.
WILLIAMSON, Lee F., M.S. 56, B.S.
'51, University of South Carolina - Self
employed petroleum geologist. Locating,
leasing, promoting and drilling and producing
generally small and relatively inexpensive oil and
gas prospects mostly located in southwestern
Louisiana, onshore. "I have been active in the oil
industry in Lousiana since 1957. We moved to
Lafayette in 1962 from New Orleans. I worked
for Conoco and Kewanee Oil Co. until 1968.
With the exception of two brief interludes as a
salaried geologist, I have been self employed."
WOLCOTT, Philip P., A.B. '35, M.S. '36 -
Resides at Marco Island, Florida and sent us an
address for one of the lost Alumni. Thank you.
WOO, Kyung Shik, Ph.D. '86 - Is teaching
in Korea.
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